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1. Objectives and Theoretical Rationale for the Study.

.

The Pennsylvania Governor's School for ,the Arts
(PtSA) is a five-week summer program for PennsylVania's
most artistically talentetV and gifted high'school'*
students. ,Tbe.PGSA includes five ,instructional depart-
mentsart, music, dance, theater, and photographic
arts- -all of which stress a related arts-approach.
Integration of the arts' across disciplines in 'a "living
and learning" format has been the planned approach of .

the PGSA. during the three years of its existence..

There,is some concern that, although the present
screening procedures for selecting participants have
demonstrated their effectivenessin the selection of
highly competent, and very talented youngsters for the
PGSA, other procedures-could be implemented to improve
the efficiency of the selection process. Unfortunately,'
however, no instruments are known to exist that.could,
assist with the identification of artistic talent
(RISE, 1975); thus, there is'a need to identify func-
tional ana valid tests for helping to islettiff these
talents.. An analysis of appropriate test instruments.
as potential means to'eff4ct greater efficiency, while
at least maintaining the effectiveness of the present
identification,systen, was the initial pfirpose of the
original study to improve the identification and
selection proce'sses for the PGSAprogram. Of ptimary
concern.was the analysis of single or allomeric stores
representing concurrent validity for the identification
of artistic talent'and'those reprtsenting predictive
validity for the selectionand anticipation of parti-
cipant success in the arts-enrichment program of the
Pennsylvania Governor's School for the Arts.

Other studies, primarily exploratory, were
designed as'paiallel, yet independent, analyses of.the
obtained data. These descriptive studies can be
valuable for identifying trendg, suggesting hypotheses,
and supporting or refuting the further identification
of,alterhative hypotheses and the development of formal
researcil in a given area: Such was tie intqntion of
the work\reportedherein.

3
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Many educators ecognize t4e multi-disciplinary ..

and interdisciplinary nature; of science. Since science
includes' such ,a complex interaction of things,' any ..

_attempt to ef.ectively educate children about scOnce 4

bust be.comprehensiire, incorporating processes and.con-
cepts--from all appropriate fields of knowledge and

i

appropriate instructional methods.

TransdisciplinAryintation'attendt to this
multi - disciplinary and nterdisciplinary,r ature of
science. All of the- aditional classrooth disciplines
can and must contr ute to an understanding of science;
but they,should. e'seen and studied in terms of inte-
grated syst rather than in terms of the traditional
congines disciplinary schema. TO illustrate, an '

interd sciplinary approach to environmental educatiori
was demanded'by the editors'of,seven journals in a

- declaration published in the February, 1975, issue of
'The Science Teacher. )NOt only environmental eduCation,
blit other science instructional areas, toa, could
benefit from .in integrated, interrelated, interdisci-
plinary, and interflUent learning approach.

. The purpose of this study was to analyze data
collected frbm participants in the PGSA it terms of
their relevance to science, education. Its objective
was to investigate relationships between variables
common to the, arts and sciences as a means for
hypothesizing alternative approaches for growth in
scientifie -attitudes and skills (Can instructional`
activities in art areas help develop necessary science
skills and attitudes?).

2. Methodology and Design.

The larger PGSA study was designed as a two-(year
comprehensiNie validity study'df several instruments
possessing apparent face validity for the identifica- .

tion of artistically talented youngsters. 'This
separate study was designed as a descriptive Study to
analyze data with a proto- theoretical view toward
increasing educational productivity.

,..
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Educatibnal. productivity, as determined by
instructional' and other'educational processes, is
limited by the experiential or "teaching lore" approach

.prevalent throughout our schools and colleges. If
education is-to become more productive, then a greater
commitment to the science of education must be en-
gendered. Since the most important component of a
science of edpcation is.its theory base, professi6nal
educatqrs sympathetic to the rigors of scientific

. enquiry must be angaged.in theory building. Sdience-
educators, with their predisposition and preparation'
toward the logic of scientific thought and.theorY,
should be the logical source for these professionalg'.
needed to build a more scientific base for education.

(\DThe'need for more serious involvement in thepry
building is appareht when one surveys the research.
literature. 'Jacobson (1975), for'example, attempted
to synthesize generalizations from 50 years of science,
edUcation research reviewed in the. Reviews of Research
in Science Education. Although his report was meant
to be suggestive "rather than exhaustive, itsdoes
stimulate some alarming concerns. If, after 50 years
of research, we can only generalizethgt Ne,get what
we plan.an*teabh for", that 4herejnay not be a 'best
Way to or. only that ,achievement is positively,
correlatediwith age and IQ, then we must review our
methodologies and the functions of theory in research.
Thjs must be done in order to re-emphasize the.impor-
'tance of theory development: to the construction of a

irscientific base for general education.

We must ask, as did JcoSson, whether significant
and critical problems have been identified and studied,
whether our research methodologies have improved, and ,
whether we have tried to systematically build upon the
Work of others. Satisfactory, resolution of these and .

other related problems will be encouraged by our
-greater commitment to theory.construction.

The value of theory to research can he immense.
/ Novak (1963) has pOintedout that science advanced.

only slightly until the advent of theory development

3
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bAped on eitioe4Mentation. 'Platt 0464) has described
strong inference as a theory construct which, as a
systematic method of scientific thinkingi has produced/

Or' more -rapid advances than other of the research method-
.ologies not planned in a theoretical settfng. 'And
Suppes (1974) has stated that success in developing a

-body of theory can impact signikicantly on the place
of research in education.,

-

Assuming these thoughts to be representative of
researchers, then a theoretical foundation has gener- .

ally been recognized as a prerequisite to meaningful
and advancing educational research. Hoyeter, it hag
also been generally lacking from our research, efforts.
.Tinto (1975) has described this siXuation:,'"In large
measure e failure of past research ... can le .

trtced.to two major shdrtcomings; namely, inadequate
attention-given to questions of definition and to the
development of thecFetical models that seek to explain,
not simply to'describe :..." -

Beauchrtp (1968) has,described three functions of
-theory--description, explanation, and prediction. A
theory must account for observations of\the organiza-1
tion of and interrelationships between' variables. It
must also 13ovide at least tentative reasons for of
causes of the described observations. Finally,.a
theory Inust,iDe able to allow predictions of observa-
tions from the explanations suggested. It is this
third function--this power of prediction--that is the
most significant function for theory in our schools
and colleges, especially as it relates to predicting
student achievement in specified learning environments.

Since one of the first functions of a theory is
description, a study of the interrelationships of
variables which describes organizational relationships
is necessary before- a predictive system can be..
established. Careful description is a required'com-
ponent of theory construction since the real test of a
theory's validity is the reliability .of predictions.
made from it. Reliable predictions are more 'likely if
.they are generated frot a theoretical System that has
accounted with reasonable accuracy and completeness,
many observations from relevant and different

1situations.
,
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A regression-discontinuity, quasi-experimental
design was' selected for the original study to compare
participant change during thePGSA program to baseliline
data Oillected before pzbgram involvemgnt- This paper,
however, was prepared to report .on the investigation of
the data from a post -hoc analysis. The legilimaCy of
ost-hoc "data-snooping" has been described by Games,
1970 ; it serves to identify trends; describe ipter.

relationships, and suggest further research.. This
kind of activity is necessary in the early stages of
the theory - building process.

3, Data.and Its Sources.

From an initial a licant pool of nearly 2,000
tenth and eleventh grad artistically talented students
from across-the'Commonw alth of Pennsylvania, 255 were .

selected for participation in the PGSA and, thus, the
original study. Four test instruments were adminis-
tered to all' participants: the Biographical Inventory .

(BI), Form R; the Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
naire 416 p.F.); the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking (TTCT), Figural Test; and the Pennsylvania

--- De artment of Education's Education Quality Assessment
EQA) Goal VII Test Creative Performance. In
addition,.pre and post assessMents'includcd individual
instructor ratings,of student performance in skig.1 .

ateas appropriate to the PGSA.

The BI, published by the Institute for Behavioral
Research on Creativity (1973) was initially selected
by Pennsylvania Department of.Edu,cation and PGSA"staff
to provide documentary support for selections made
through an .audition-interview process. The Seventh
Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buro r,1972, hereinafter
referred to as the Seventh Yearbodk) includes a
reference to the Alpha Biographica,1 Inventory -from
Which the BI was derivedreservations were expressed
for its use asa standardized test in terms of the
need for clarification of validity and reliability.
The use of the test was recommended primarily'for
research purposes.

5
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'The 16 ,P.F., ppblished by the Institute for -

Petsonality and Ability Testing (1967),'w.ae selected
as a. base 'measure to gathei data for deterTin4.ng
content, construct, and criterion-related validity of
the BI, and'as a potential predictor of studAnt
performance in the PGSA. The Seventh Yearbook includes

4
reference.to Ovet- s20 years, research with the 16 P .

Any test, however,' that Purports to measure personalitc
factors may be criticized.in its attempt to make .

tangible he intangible;.the 16' P.F. is no exception.
It has, however, beeri referrgd to as "the best
personality inventory there As", (Rorer, 1972).

vThe TTCT published by Personnel Press, Inc. tl966),
was selected also to provide a possible alternative in
the analysis of selection potential' and. to provides.
baseline information for an investigation of the validity
of the BI. The Seventh Yearbook suggettp that the TTCT
can be Useful as a basis for further research related'
to creativity and r;gw-educational pkggrams: 'Since
creative aptitude dnd artistic talent seem to be asi= .

tiyely related, the TTCT was selected as a'.potential
instrument for the identification of artistic talent.,.

Finally, the EQA test,5Uaished by the
Pennsylvania Department of EdUcation (1974),,I was
selected as S. base measure.to determine the performance -

potential of PGSA participants and to providg further .

information in. the investigation of 31 validity. The --1

EQA scales represent an attempt to appraise certain
cognitive and affeCtive skills identified by the

'Pennsylvania State Board of Education as priority
- areas for the state's educational thrusts. Goal VII '
states, "Quality Education should give every child
opportunity -and encouragement to be creative 4,41ione
or more fields of endeavor". The EQA scale flair Goal
VII attempts,to assess student-expre'ssed intetst in
partici'ating in creative activities the extent of
tecogni ongainecithrough active invoiAment.-

r li .. .
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The BI yielded 'scores*for five variables. The
mal and female grade point average (MGPA and FGPA)

:\wer constructed to predict GPA's for high school and
coll ge students. Scientific Creativity was developed
across a, number of studies of' adult scientists And
engineers. Leadershilp was constructed to predict
leadership ability: Artistic Talent was constructed A

4 to predict student perfOrmance within and
s

across the :

major area ofNmusic, visual arts, dance, and theater.,
This biographical instrument was administered only ,as.

, .a pretest.
**, 1

The'16 P.F. provided scores for 16 variables...
includirig.such ,personality factors as Reserved versus

. Outgoing l'aCtor A), Dull. versus'Bright (Factor B),
Expedient versus Conscientious (Factor G)4 and Self-

. Assured versus Apprehensive (Factor 0). "the 16 P,.F.
was given as bot4 pre-and post, tests.

The TTCT 'figural test mas designed to measure
four variables, including flexibility (variety of

. type' of response), originality (unusualness), e3 abor-
ation (adding ideas for a more complete and exciting'

...story), and fluency (voluble and glib). The TTCT was
administered as pre and post tests.

The EQA test yielded scores for.five variables.
The notion of creativity used in the construction of
,the%test encompassed*the identification of activities .

initiated and pursued on One's own,. Four Categories
of activities define the four variables--visual arts',
performing arts, writing artf, and science activities;
the fifth variable was defined as a composite score of
the first four.- This biographical batterywas only
administered as a pretest.

Finally, rating sheets constructed by PGSA §taff
were used to,record artistic performance ratings,before
and afteripa*icipation in the five week' program..

The only participants included in the analysii
were those fok whom complete data were available... .If .

any data from any of the-instruments were missing from
an 'individual's scores, none of the fecorded scbres for,

7, -
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that dndividualyere analyzed,. r m ,an initial
pool p1,255, :eoltiplete data sets were av lable fOr 105
participants.-

4 Results''and Conclusions. /

,

resultant 52 'scores were analy zed using
, stan., ,product-moment correlation computations.

Inte orre1atioi1 analysis determined the'degree of
covari ion between several variables. 'Table 1

:presentSthe correlation coefficients between. those
variables more relev&ktto the sciencesvand Those more
_relevant to the arts.

.

4

0

Insert.Table labout. here.-
\- L'

I'.-1
,

' , There were 'mine science-related variables.
Scientific Creativity (BI) and Sciencd Activities

. ; (EQA) were identified by definition. In additiOn,
.,\ occupational profiles.for engineers,,biologists,

.

chemists, geologist, physicists, and 'research'sCien-
tists.identified seven' personality factors (16. P.F.)

-.....with high and low scores which in combinationwere
unique to the sciences.' The.16 P.F. variables thu's

.

identified included ReServed:{A-lbw)4 Bright(B-high),
S9be (F-low), Expedient (G-low),, Tender-minded(I-high);

?
Self assured (0-low) .,*and Controlled (Q3-Aigh)t r

(
f.,...
4

Eighteen'variables.were identified as' art-related.
variaW.es: Artistic Talent' (BI), Visual Arts (EQA)','
Performing' .Arts (EQA.),' Writing Artsi,EQA),.Flexibility
(TTtT), Originali.ty.(TTCT), Elaboration (TTCT), Fluency
(TTCT), pre=Rating, and post -Rating wereadentified by
defihition. - Additionally, occupational profiles' for
artists and musicians identified. eight personility"

.

factbrs (16 P.Z.,) in combips!tion uniqueto the aits. ..., '.
These.variables,included Reserved (A-19w), Bright .

4B-high), AsierUve (g-high), Expedient (G-low),.
Tender-minddd 'a-high), aMaginative (M-high), Exiaeri-
menting (Qi-high) , and Self-sufficient (Q2-high).

.

. .

.,/
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Most of. 'the absolute valueS of r,are relatively
low (ranging from .21 to .61); howei.rer,given the highly
gelectiv / homogeri4ous nature of the group'Vested, even,
relativ y 11.7 values of r pan be meaningful. Homo-
genei of.scores reduces variability, and since'there
is mathematical relationship between a Correlation
coefficient and variance ?..'a low coefficient can be
expected when score variability is low.- Thus, some

. Meaning can be attributed to statistically significant'
coefficients even though their absolute values are
somewhat low.

c From the data presented in Table 1, the following
observations can be made:

, , 4..
.

ly None ,of the TTCT art-related variables were*
r. corelatedwith any of the science-related variables.

A
#

1 . i;..
% a 4 2) 3I Scientific Creativ,Lty was positively cor-
* .' 'related with BI Artistic Talent (r=.61), EQA Berfnming

-Arts (r=.29), EQA'Writing Arts (r=.29), ana,the post-.
Rating.(r=:42).- .4

3) BI Bcientific Creativity was alsp positively
correlated with several personality factors, including
Bright-B,J)7 Assertive-a 1r=.38,-r=.27 for- Post-
test)i-ImaYinative-M (r=%46), Experimenting-Ql (r=.24) ,

arid Self-sufficient-Q2 (r=.25). '

4) EQA Science Activitieswas positifay correla,
ted with BI Artistic Talent( (r=.52), EQ4 Visual AFts
(r =.35), EQA Performing Arts (r=.5/), EQA Writing Arts
(r=137), and the pre-Rating (r=...21)'.

5) EQA Science Activities was also positively)
correlated with personality factor Assertive-E(r=.31).

.

6) The.pre/and post performance ratings were
, positively correlated,with.the Bost test scores for
personality factor Bright -B. 1r=,42.4 for preTRating,
r= x.38 for post-Rating).

4 4,

4
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7) Several intercorielations existed between the
various, personality factors." Fodr of these factors,

, were common to both science and'art-related variables.
Significant.correlations of these common, variables from
the.scienCe-related-listingrelated to the group of
arts-related variables included Reserved-A with Expedi-
ent-G (r=.'26) and with ImaginatiVe-M (r=.35) and with
Self-Sufficient-Q2 (r=..22) ; Bright -B with Assertive-E
(r=.27) and with .1maginative=M (1.=.1"3, .14).:and with
Self - sufficient -Q2 (r=.28); Expedient-G with Tender-
minded-I (r= -.26) and with Experimenting -Q1 (r=.25,
.31) and with Self-sufficient-Q2.(r=.24).

8)' Other personality-factor intercorrelations
inclddedSober-F with Reserved-A (r=.24, :26.; .27) and
with Self Sufficient -Q2 (r=.34, .24,. .24); Self-aesured-
0 with Experimenting -Qi (r=.21) and with Self-sufficient-
Q2 (r=-.27).; Controlled.-Q3 Expedient-G (r=-.33,
-.23,,-.51) and with Experimenting-Q1 (r=-.23) and with
Self-sufficient-Q2.(r=-.28).

In no way can.causality,be.concluded froecor-
relational datA=-it can only be.inferred, and then only
with caution, recognizing the limitations of this method
of analysis. Thus it is with this' study which had as
its purpose the description of interrelationships be-,
6,4een art-education and science education variables. At
least two generalizations can be made fro!n observations
of the data; however. First; positiVe relationships
exist between pertain art and sscience education constructs.'
Second, some affective-factors seemingly appropriate to
theAdevelopmeneof artistic talent are related to Some
affective factors seemingly appropriate to the development
of scientific skills.

.

The proto-theoretical position ior the translidci-
plinary integration of art education with science education .

appears to gain support from the data presented.. Several
assumptions can be generated:.

-

I) Students involved in science activities are also
involved in someart activities. Data fronfthe BI and
EQA biographica .instruments showed significant"' inter-
,correlations be een reported scienbe involvement and

S
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.a.

At

. ,' '
reported art activities. f

.. , .

2) Students.inVolved. in science activities and
those 'identified as scientd;fically creative'. perform
well in _certain art ardas. Data from both biographi-I,
cal instruments (BI and EQA) relating to science ..
involvement illustrated significant'correlations with
instructOr rating score of artistic' performance.

. . . ,
.

. i
ay Certain.pers'onality factors affect art and

scienceproductivity. Occupational profilesof
practicing.professionals.il,the arts and sciences
descFibe.eertain personality factors related to art,
indscience productivity. .

...
. .

-4) Art education activities canposi.tively.
influence certain personality4,factorsimportant to

f

tyle qciehce's., Artpersonality factors Self-sufficient-
.

.

. - Q22 ,and Reserved-A were positively relatd to science
personality faCtor.Sober4. 'Art. faCtprs Expedient -G, .,, )N

.,

1.maginativeM, and Self-sufficient-Q2 were positively .

related to scli.encefactor Reserved-A. Art -facter ,

4Experimentin4-Q1 .and Self-sufficient-Q2 were positively,
related to science 4actorExpedient-2G. Art factor
Experimenting-Q1. was positively relatedto science - "
factor Self-assurek-O. Finally, ar&personaliti.factori 4

_Asser,tiveE, Imaginative-M, and 8ele-sufficieht-Q2 were'
.

iipositively relaed. rto science factor .

cBright-B. .If one can further assume th certain Cur-

. development of 'certain sersonality factors appropriate
.

riculum activities can be de"signeti to i fluence the .

c f
, to'a given field; then art curricula which banbe

.

. designed to affect given art personality fa4tors might
also affect given science personality fact s. 4:.

-
5) Art eduCation activities can negatively ih-

-. fluence certain personalitV factors important to the
'sciences. Art personality'factors:Self-sufficient-Q2,- .

ExperimOttLng-Q1,.and Expedient -.-G were negatively
o, related to science Personality factOiontrolled-7.Q3-.

,
Art factor Self-s ffi 'ent-Q2 was negatively related to
science factor Sel...- . aed-0-',--ant art factor TenaPr7----,-- ,,,.._

..

_ minded-I was negatively related, to science.fdp-Ori
Expedient -G.. Main, assmming that curricula can affect

f personality development,,ait curridula designed to . .
a

e



influence.certain,art personality. factors could
adverselkaffect certain science personality factors.

. -
. . .5. Significaffce. . %

,
.

. ,

The dat.a.are only descriptiire and any assumptions
identified are only conjectural. Caution is advised
- with this ;kind of "post-hoc datai-snoopins". .First,

.1 the relationships identified are*limited by the
1

.

.

) . measurement instruments used. Also, some relationships
Ally exist -due to instrigaentation acid the_methoi of . 4
assessment rather than due to naturally occurring
t ioelainships between'cognitively-defined variables.

i
. .

.

However, advances in science have been made and
. will continue to be made within the setting of,

.

,synergistid and. sometimes Serindipitous activ,i.ties of
. ; theort construction and evaluation: If great advances

are ta' be made in _all educational science,'a.More.actilie
. interest in and real commitment to, theoretical don-'

e structs milt be demonstrated by educators. Thii. paper
has attempted to refocus one area of at and science .

instruction toward.a theoretical%seteing'in the 9
,

4anticipation that more significant and meaningful
-resdar3h will result. _Much work remains to be completed'.

.12:
fdt the validation of the. assumptions_ stated. If art
educatiOn'aetiviti can influence the development of
certain affectiv and psychomotor skills required, for

.

. better scienc46 then science instructional processes
could beconle mo a efficient through the tkansdisci-

-i
plinary integrat on of science and art...: -...---- -*

Na

4

, . .
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TABLE --Intercorrelatlons Between tithe Science- Related and Eighteen

Att-Related Variables fro= PGSA Data.*
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* Decimals have been omitted for.ease of reading. All values of r shows are significaet at the .01
level of confidence, n.105.

ti

** Data from tests.
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